**CxA MODULAR SERIES AIR SOURCE HEAT PUMPS**

**STANDARD FEATURES:**
- ECM axial fan
- 10 and 15 hp models fit through standard 36” door and elevators
- Slide-out tray for servicing refrigeration components
- Industrial PLC, color touchscreen, EEV controls
- 304L stainless steel frame and enclosure
- Double wall 316L stainless steel condenser for potable water heating
- Integrated stainless steel circulator pump
- 140°F - 160°F output temperatures
- Expandable in arrays of up to eight, with zero clearance book end spacing
- BACnet, Modbus, MSTP or ethernet built in
- NSF 61 potable circuit, UL508A electrical box
- Machine suitable for outdoor applications

**SERIES ADVANTAGES:**
- Improved low ambient performance
- Intelligent defrost
- Reduced footprint
- Unit interconnectivity for staging and lead/lag
- Slide out tray for easy access to refrigeration components

**OPTIONAL FEATURES:**
- ECM plenum fan for high static applications
- Compressor VFD for improved efficiency and control
- Cold weather package for ambient conditions between 35-50°F (1.6 -10°C)
- Freezing weather package for ambient conditions (between 23- 35°F (-5 - 0°C))
- Electrofin evaporator coating